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Abstract. This paper presents the progress of the location of delaminations using 
ultrasonic imaging in the interface of a 3-layer model, which simulates ballastless 
railway tracks. The data is acquired by point contact shear wave devices. The 
evaluation software is based on the interactive 3D reconstruction calculation 
program Inter-SAFT. A new approach was tested applying a three layer system 
which is bonded using a coupling agent for shear waves. This system has similar 
acoustic properties when compared to real railway tracks. Hence, the experimental 
conditions may principally stay the same with only a slight adaptation being 
required when applied to a real track. Several samples were investigated 
experimentally to figure out the specific features of each concrete layer, the coupling 
material, and the applicability of the inspection approach to a two and three layer 
system. Due to the different sound velocities in the different layers a 2D and 3D 
reconstruction with velocity correction using Inter-SAFT was used to indicate the 
depth and the size of artificial defects. This will additionally require time reversed 
reconstruction principles to be applied. 
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1 Introduction  

Nowadays, a large number of high-speed railways has become an inevitable trend and real 
needs of China’s railway system. Ballastless railway tracks, because of its high orbit 
smoothness, long maintenance of track geometry and less maintenance work, get the favor 
of many countries. With the extension of operating time, expanding of structural cracks, 
penetration of environmental pollution and erosion of surrounding environment, the 
ballastless railway tracks may be at risk caused by unexpected accidents at any time. The 
indicators requirement of project quality and safety will be higher, and the line environment 
of elapsed area will be more complex, therefore the damage of the ballastless track must be 
carefully considered. To keep a high level of structural safety, durability and performance 
of the infrastructure in each country, an efficient system for early and regular structural 
assessment is urgently required. Non-destructive testing (NDT) methods have a large 
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potential to be part of such a system. Ultrasonic testing (UT) is a non-destructive testing 
techniques based on the propagation of ultrasonic waves in the object or material tested. 
For quality assurance and the detection and localization of possible delaminations, 
ultrasonic echo methods are principally well suited, because the reflection at an air 
inclusion leads to a total reflection of ultrasonic pulses, which principally allows that good 
and poor bonding may be clearly distinguished. 
In China, ballastless track engineering technology has made certain achievements and some 
progress based on experiments and researches of ballastless track test section, especially in 
the Suiyu ballastless track test line where the plate ballastless track and bi-block ballastless 
track were paved [1]. Nowadays, many non-destructive testing methods are used to test 
ballastless tracks especially ultrasonic echo and Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) [2], [3], 
[4], [5], [6]. 
The ultrasonic echoes method is used to determine the location and extent of defects or 
estimate the size of the defect according to the comprehensive analysis of relative change in 
measured acoustic parameters of concrete [7], [8], [9]. 

2 Typical defects in ballastless tracks 

A ballastless track (formerly also gravel lot track or ballastless superstructure) is a term 
used in rail, road and metro rail superstructure, in which the ballast and sleepers will be 
replaced by a fixed superstructure-road train made of concrete or asphalt. With the 
development of society, high speed and also safe train is demanded. For this application, 
ballastless track is demanded. Due to the absence of any ballast, damage by flying ballast is 
eliminated sometimes that occurs at speeds in excess of 250 km/h (150 mph). These 
systems offer the advantage of superior stability and almost complete absence of 
deformation. Ballastless track systems incur significantly lower maintenance costs 
compared to ballasted track. 
Nowadays, there are two kinds of high-speed railway ballastless track applied in China, 
plate ballastless track and double block ballastless track. CRTS II  plate ballastless track is 
one type of ballastless tracks. It is also known as vertical prefabricated track which was laid 
on the base layer by cement asphalt mortar adjustment layer or on-site pouring reinforced 
concrete base (bridge) with sliding layer. The following Figure 2-1 shows a double block 
ballastless track structure in roadbed segment. 

 

 
 

Figure 2-1. Roadbed segment double block ballastless track disease distribution schematic 
 
In Figure 2-1 four imaginary ellipse rings (a, b, c, d) are placed, where problems often 
occur in ballastless tracks. Because various reasons, there are gaps between track plate, 
concrete support layer and each layer of subgrade bed, cracks on the surface, loose inside 
the concrete, damage crack in the support layer and other key issues. For plate ballastless 
tracks, the supporting layer is cement asphalt mortar (CA mortar). For double block 
ballastless tracks, the supporting layer is concrete. Both of them are without rebars. 
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Compared to the concrete with rebars, concrete without rebars is easier to break under the 
impact of high speed loads. The objective of this paper is to find out the characterization of 
the interface of ballastless railway tracks including delamination shown on Figure 2-2. 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2-2. Left: Delamination in a supporting layer (CA mortar). Right: Typical defects 
 

For plate ballastless track systems, the transversal length is 2.25 m, the longitudinal length 
of each fasteners is 0.65 m shown on Figure 2-2 (left). Typical defects of the supporting 
layer are shown in figure 2.2 (right). Thus, the size of artificial defects for the investigations 
described in the present paper is based on this dimensions. 

3 Three layer model for ultrasonic investigations using polyamide instead of CA 
mortar 

For plate ballastless tracks, the supporting layer is cement asphalt mortar (CA mortar). For 
double block ballastless tracks, the supporting layer is concrete. Both of them are without 
rebars. For plate ballastless track systems, the interface of a track plate and CA mortar layer 
is an interface between two different materials. The damage in the interface of a track plate 
and the CA mortar layer belongs to the bonding damage of two materials [10].  
For the master research half a year is not enough time to build a real ballastless railway 
track with some artificial defects within. Preliminary investigation of typical ballastless 
track systems and typical damage inside, designing the size and interval distance of 
artificial defect and manufacturing the CA mortar and the large scale ballastless track 
would spend a long time. In addition, the CA mortar is specially designed by a Chinese 
Railway Company so it is not possible to use the identical material. Thus, polyamide was 
chosen to replace the CA mortar for baseline ultrasonic investigations of such a three layer 
system. The shear wave velocity of a track layer and the CA mortar is 3100-3400 m/s and 
1400-1600 m/s, whereas the shear wave velocity of concrete and polyamide is 2700 m/s 
and 1100 m/s. That means that the wave velocities are in the same order. The polyamide is 
homogeneous and the ultrasonic shear wave can pass through the polyamide, so, it will be a 
convincing direction to use the polyamide instead of the CA mortar on the sample 
manufacturing. 
In order to simplify the system for basic investigation, first of all, the question of rebars 
was ignored. The three layer model with two concrete layers and one polyamide layer 
between them is constructed to simulate the principal behavior of the ballastless track. 
Glucose is used as coupling agent in order to investigate different arrangements in 
relatively short time.  In the beginning, several small samples are made to figure out the 
characterization of each concrete block, the behavior of the coupling material, and the 
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transmission and reflection behavior of three layer models. Then a large specimens is 
investigated. 

4 Ultrasonic Non-Destructive Testing 

Ultrasonic testing (UT) is a non-destructive testing technique based on propagation of 
ultrasonic waves in the object or material tested. For quality assurance and detection and 
localization of possible delaminations, ultrasonic echo methods are principally well suited, 
because the reflection at air inclusions leads to a total reflection of ultrasonic pulses, 
allowing good bonding  to be clearly distinguished from bad bonding. 
The frequency range of the applied ultrasonic equipment reaches from 30 kHz to 80 kHz 
(ACSYS A1220). Higher frequencies cause higher resolution but smaller penetration depth. 
In this research, a source of  = 50 kHz and a shear wave velocity of  =  2700 m/s has 
been used. Therefore, the wavelength of そ = 54 mm according Equation 4-1 is much larger 
than the maximum aggregate size. So the scattering by aggregates has less influence. 

 

 
(4-1) 

 
A transmitter excites elastic shear waves which propagate through the medium. The waves 
are reflected, scattered, or transmitted at material boundaries. The amplitude and phase of 
reflected ultrasound depends on the contrast of acoustic impedance (Equation 4-2). For 
horizontal polarized ultrasonic shear waves (SH), the reflection and transmission 
coefficients R and T can be calculated by Equation 4-3 (valid for plane waves).When the 
impedance of material 2, , is very different from the impedance of material 1,  (e.g. 0 
for air back wall or air inclusions) the ultrasonic pulse will be totally reflected.  

 

 (4-2) 

 (4-3) 

 
The ultrasonic echo method and transmit method are based on the time-of-flight (TOF) 
measurement. For the ultrasonic echo method, the depth of reflectors (d) can be determined 
when the time of flight (t) is measured and the shear wave velocity (v) in concrete is known 
by calibration measurement (Equation 4-4). 

 

 
(4-4) 

 
One of the measurement equipments that has been used for data acquisition in this paper is 
an ultrasonic tomograph shown on Figure 4-2 [11]. It is assigned to control e.g. concrete 
structures and stone with one side access in order to determine the integrity of the material 
in the structure. This tomograph for concrete is a fully autonomous measuring system, 
based on multistatic ultrasonic measurement and reconstruction calculation by means of 
Synthetic Aperture Focusing Technique, (SAFT). 
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Figure 4-2.left: Image of tomograph A1040 MIRA  
right: Low-frequency ultrasonic flaw detector A1220 MONOLITH 

 
The second measurement equipment that has been used for data acquisition in this paper is 
the low-frequency ultrasonic flaw detector A1220 MONOLITH shown on Figure 4-2, right 
[12]. It is used for handheld point and line measurements (ultrasonic B-scans) as well as 
stepwise 2D-measurement followed by 3D-reconstruction (3D-SAFT). In this way 
numerous testing tasks like thickness measuring, flaw detection and tendon duct 
investigations are realized at concrete structures [13]. 
Due to the imaging evaluation of volume measurement can be achieved and intuitively 
understood, the acceptance of non-destructive testing in civil engineering increases. 
Especially for ultrasonic echo methods, the phase value of echo signal is used to distinguish 
steel reflectors and air. An interactive software package (Inter-SAFT) is used for 
reconstruction and visualization of measurements obtained during this study [14]. It is user 
friendly and contains wide variety of built in function for reconstruction of defect in the 
isotropic and anisotropic media. 

5 Experiments  

5.1 Two concrete specimens (Specimen 1) 

In order to have a general idea about how ultrasonic signals go through the coupling 
interface using glucose, two concrete specimens were bonded as shown in Figure 5-1. The 
size of these two concretes are 50*20*10 cm3 and 40*40*15 cm3. In order to see how 
uncoupled interfaces influence the ultrasonic image, we let an area without coupling 
material as an artificial defect as shown in Figure 5-2. The diameter of this round defect is 
12 cm. 
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Figure 5-1. Image and sketch of sample 1 

 

 
 

Figure 5-2. Artificial defect 
 

Before coupling, each concrete block has been tested by the Linear Array in order to check 
the propagation of ultrasonic signals in each concrete block. The ultrasonic velocity is  
v = 2700 m/s in both specimens. After coupling, the sample 1 was measured directly after 
different time periods: 6, 27, 103, 147 and 168 hours later. The signal amplitude at position 
z = -250 mm is growing with time goes by. This means the bonding is getting better and 
better. The difference of signal amplitude of the left part and the right part at th depth of 
z = -100 mm is getting larger and larger, which means the left part is coupled better than 
the right part where exists the artificial defect. As a result, the ultrasonic shear wave can 
pass the interface of two coupled concrete blocks. 
For distinguishing the ultrasonic image of the artificial hole, the measurement were carried 
out by means of the Linear Array in a measuring grid with 10 mm step distance in vertical 
direction and 50 mm step distance in horizontal direction. There are 2*4 measuring points, 
2 horizontal lines and 4 vertical lines. In the Linear Array, one map which is the same 
measuring grid is pre-established with pre-setting. The frequency is 50 kHz, the offset is 20 
たs and the velocity is 2700 m/s.  
3D reconstruction and image processing is applied using the Inter-SAFT software. The 
result after 168 hours curing time is shown on Figure 5-3. At the depth of the first interface 
echo, (z = -100 mm) there is a significcant difference of magnitude between the left and 
right part indicated by cursor in the Figure 5-3 (right)  (quotient 0.5). On the Figure 5-4 
(left), the C-scan of 3D reconstruction image at depth z = -108.5 mm shows there is a large 
ultrasonic reflection at position x = 0.3 m in the right part, the place of artificial defect. It is 

z 

x 0 y 
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approximately an ellipse with 45 mm major axis and 30mm minor axis. (right). 
Additionally the C-scan of 3D reconstruction image at depth z = -256 mm as shown in 
Figure 5-4 (right), shows there is a intense ultrasonic reflection at position x = 0.23 m in the 
left part, where the bonding is quite good. Hence we get a result that a defect in the 
interface can be detected in the reconstructed ultrasonic image of the interface as well as it 
influences the back wall echo intensity. 

 

  
 

Figure 5-3. Left: 3D reconstruction image of back wall at z = 25 cm.  
Right: x-z view (B-scan) of 3D reconstruction image, relative intensity (in a.u.) at interface 

read by cursor: left (good coupling): 4260, right (artificial defect): 8330 
 
 

  
 
Figure 5-4.  C-scans of 3D reconstruction image. Left: at depth -108.5 mm (first echo from 

interface);  Right: at depth -256.3 mm (first backwall from bottom of concrete). 

5.2 Two concrete blocks and one polyamideslab between them (Speimen 2) 

The ballastless railway track consists of three layers which are track layer, CA mortar and 
base layer. Sample 2, consisting of two concrete speimens and one polyamide slab, is made 
to simulate a small part of a ballastless railway track shown in Figure 5-5. These two 
concrete specimens and the polyamide are the same as used in experiment 1 and 2. 
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Figure 5-5.Image and sketch of sample 2 
Transmission measurement was used to check if the ultrasonic pulses pass through the 3 
layer model. The first peak of receiving signal is at time t = 125 たs. The theoretical value 
for time of flight of the transmitted pulse may be calculated as follows (Equation 4-5): 
 

 
 
where d is the thickness of each block, v is the ultrasonic velocity of each specimen. 
The difference beween the theoretical and practical values is 2.7 % Thus, the transmission 
of ultrasonic pulses through the 3 layer model is proved  
Because the first layer is not thick enough to distinguish beween multiple and interface 
echos, data acquisition from rear side was chosen. The possibility of ultrasonic  echo from 
back side was shown on Figure 5-6 and the TOF and reflection coefficient of each ray path 
is s calculated following equations 4-3 and shown in Table 5-1. 

 

T/R

1

2

3

4

5
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10cm

 
 

Figure 5-6. Ultrasound propagation from back side 
 

Table 5-1. TOF and reflected signal of different ray pthes 
Ray path (No. in 

sketch) 
TOF 
(µs) 

Raypath in test  system 
(mm) 

Reflection 
coefficient 

1 111.2 150.1 0.64 
2 169.4 228.7 -0.38 
3 243.4 328.6 0.35 
4 222.4 300.2 0.4 
5 280.6 378.8 -0.48 
6 354.6 478.7 0.44 

x 
y 

z 

0 
x 

y 
0 
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The echo data are acquired at one centre line (22 measuring points and the step width 
2mm).The 2D SAFT image is shown on Figure 5-7 (left). The multiple echoes of first 
interface of concrete and polyamide at depth z = -0.15 m and -0.3 m can be easily 
distinguished. There are also echoes at depth z = -0.225 m and -0.335 m which may be 
regarded as the signal of the second interface between rear side of polyamide and 2nd 
concrete specimen. 
For the “normal” SAFT, the software processes all data in a same way with one setting 
velocity, which is 2700 m/s in this experiment. But because the velocity of concrete and 
polyamide are very different, the normal SAFT results in wrong depth information. Thus, a 
geometry setting and velocity correcting is demanded. Therefore the geometry setting is 
divided into three parts which is the same as the real geometry shown on the sketch of 
sample 2 in Figure 5-5. The velocity settings are 2700 m/s (concrete slab 1), 1100 m/s 
(polyamide) and 2700 m/s (concrete slab 2). The B-scans of such a modified SAFT are 
shown on Figure 5-7 (right). The echoes of first and second interface of concrete and 
polyamide and back at depth z = -0.15 m, -0.19 m and -0.29 m are now corresponding to 
the real values of sample 2.  

 

  
     

Figure 5-7. Left: 2D SAFT image of back side. Right: 2D SAFT image of back side with velocity 
correcting 

 
2 Dmeasurements were carried out then in a measuring grid of 2 cm step width. There are 
5*16 measuring points, 5 horizontal lines and 16 vertical lines. The frequency is 50 kHz, 
the offset is 20  and the velocity is 2700 m/s. 
The 3D reconstruction image of sample 2 from back side without and with velocity 
correcting are shown on Figure 5-8. It is easyer to distinguish the echo from interface and 
back wall at the right depth, but it is still difficult to distinguish the multiple echoes of each 
layer. This experiment demonstrates the proper functioning of glucose used as coupling 
agent.  
In order to test imaging of defcts larger specimes are necessary. In small specimens the 
results are disturbed by multiple reflections uf surface waces, which make it more difficult 
to analyse weak reflection amplitudes. 

 

z =  0.150 m 
z = -0.225 m 
z = -0.300 m 

x 
 

z 
z = -0.335 m 

x 
 

z 
 

z = -0.150 m 
z = -0.190 m 

z = -0.290 m 
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Figure 5-8. Left: 3D reconstruction image of Sample 2 from back side. Right: 3D 
reconstruction image with velocity correcting of Sample 2 from back side. 

 

5.3 Large three layer specimen: concrete 250 mm/Polyamid 50 mm/Concrete 
100 mm) (Specimen 3) 

Specimen 3, a three  layer structure consisting of two concrete block and one polyamide 
layer, is used to simulate a part of a simplyfied ballastless track. Top layer and base layer 
are 1000 mm * 1000 mm concrete specimens, only containing few reinforcement. The 
middle layer is a 800 mm * 600 mm polyamide slab (50 mm thick). These three layers are 
coupled by glucose. Before coupling, at the surfaces of concrete and polyamide artificial 
delaminations were placed fitting together as depicted in figure 5-9. 
 

   
 
Figure 5-9. Left: Polyamide slab with artificial defects, later covered with glucose without 

the defects. Right: Rear side of concrete slab with artificial defects, later covered with 
glucose, turned and put together 

 
In order to make a quatitative estimation where the reflections will occur and what will be 
the influence of defects, a two dimensional EFIT modelling (Elastodynamic Finite 
Integration Technique) of shear wave progation was performed [15]. In Figure 5-11 the B-
scan of the modelled experiment shows the echo of the backwall of the concrete slab and its 
first multiple reflection, additionally the back wall echo of the polyamide slab is indicated 
at z = 380 mm. At the place of delaminations the reflection in the depth of the concrete 
backwall is intense, whereas the back wall echo of the polyamide slab below is vanishing. 

z = -0.150 m 
z = -0.225 m 
z = -0.300 m 

x 

z 

x 

z 

z = -0.150 m 
z = -0.190 m 
z = -0.290 m 
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In this way the the defect is clearly imaged by its negative “footprint”. In Figure 5-12 a 
snapshot of wave propagation modelling illustrates the same effect.  
 

 
Figure 5-11. B-scan (longitudinal section) from 2D-modelling of 3 layer slab  

(specimen 3) 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

Figure 5-12. Snapshot of waveform propagation through the three layer system of 
specimen 3 (modelled by means of EFIT) 
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Figure 5-13. Ultrasonic scanning measurement at the three layer sclab (specimen 3)  
 

Ultrasonic echo measurement is performed by means of an automated scanning system with 
a stepwidth of 20 mm (Figure 5-10). The reconstructed result  shows the intense multiple 
reflections of the concrete slab backwall but only a rather weak indication of the rear side 
of the plyamide slab.  One reason might be the rather intense surface waves caused by the 
shear wave transducers. The C-scan presented in Figure 5-13 indicates the reflectance of 
the rear side of the polyamide slab. Here a higher intensity should be attended 
corresponding to the fact that the rear side of the concrete slab is only partly covered by this 
slab (1 m x 1 m concrete; 0.6 x 0.8 m polyamide). This form is only partly recognisable, the 
artificial defect patterns are not detectable. Reasons might be a high amount of surface 
waves, covering weak echo indications and/or problems with coupling by glucose. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 5-13. 3D-reconstruction result of 3 layer slab (specimen 3), C-scan of rear side of 
the polyamide slab. The border of the plyamide slab below the concrete is indicated. The 

shadowing of artificial defects (compare Fig. 5-9) is not imaged. 
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6 Conclusion and outlook 

As results of the experiments with three layer specimens, the characterization of each 
concrete specimens, coupling material, two layer model and three layer model was figured 
out. The velocity and acoustic impedance of each concrete block and polyamide was tested 
firstly. The ultrasonic shear waves can transmit through the glucose, that means that 
glucose may be used as coupling material for repeatable experiments. For the two layer 
model and three layer model, not only the echoes of first interface, second interface and 
back wall, but also the echoes of superposition of two interface and back wall are 
detectable.  
The propagation of ultrasound in three layer models is more complicate. The 2D and 3D 
reconstruction processing by Inter-SAFT with velocity adaptation is useful to indicate the 
depth of the different layers and artificial defects. 
A three layer model of large scale specimen with artificial defect was used to understand 
the reflection behavior at the interface and the reflection behavior of the delaminations. 
Additionally the wave propagation of shear waves in this system was modeled. The result 
demonstrates the advantage of analyzing echos at different interfaces for localizing defects 
and that they are principally feasible.  
More experimental studies at three layer specimens combined with modelling are necessary 
in order to assure the results and to investigate the influence of reinforcement. Then 
experiments at real ballastless tracks should like to show a road to develop a system of 
quality assurance during construction of ballastless railway tracks. 
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